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1 Introduction
Research in artificial intelligence (AI) has shown that the central issue in developing
"intelligent programs" is organizing knowledge. This includes storing knowledge efficiently and providing powerful mechanisms for deriving conclusions, answering questions, explaining etc. In fact, there has been a pradigm switch from the search-based
approoach in the beginnings of AI to the knowledge-based approach.
Knowledge-based systems (KBS) can be seen as a generalization of expen systems
and databases. Expert systems are characterized by complex knowledge in a restricted area (this means that the knowledge amount is quite small) and by sophisticated
query processors, involving handling of uncertain knowledge, explanation etc. Databases on the other hand are characterized by a large amount of simple knowledge and
by the presence of integrity constraints.
As a combination of the above, knowledge-based systems have
• large amounts of complex knowledge
sophisticated query processors, and
• an integrity constraint theory.
There is much work on knowledge-based systems, but unfortunately very often on a
quite informal level. Our motivation to present a logic approach to knowledge-based
systems is the wish to provide a firm theoretical foundation of KBS, something we
could call the science of Al and Expert Systems. In particular, we would like to have
soundly defined correctness notions in order to be able to verify knowledge bases and
mechanisms of manipulating such bases, like updating, construction, optimization, etc.
If we want to develop a theoretical foundation of KBS, logic is a good choice, because
• logic is a very expressive knowledge representation formalism
• logic has firm foundations and provides mechanisms for manipulating knowledge
• logic provides both declarative and operational semantics for KBS
• it is a uniform formalism suitable for all aspects of KBS.
In this paper we restrict our attention to predicate logic. The reasons of our choice are

that
• it is well understood
• predicate logic has the best available suppon for automated theorem proving
• it seems to be appropriate for most applications.
We will even funher restrict the admitted formulas whenever this seems to bring advantages from an efficiency point of view. In these cases we will turn our attention to
Horn Logic and Negation as Failure, i.e. the basis of logic programming.
It should be noted that other logics like modal, temporal or nonmonotonis logics are of
interest for the field of knowledge representation as well. They are more appropriate
for some practical applications, but are often not very well understood (yet!) and are
not sufficiently supponed from the viewpoint of mechanical theorem proving. Ongoing
research tries to remove these drawbacks. In any case, it would be very interesting to
study funher models for KBS based on such nonstandard logics.
The aim of this paper is to introduce a foundation of KBS based on first order logic and
panicularly on logic programming. We give an overview over the logic programming
apporach to KBS, provide a guide to current literature on this field, and show some
promising directions for funher research.

2 Basics of Logic Programming
All logical notions used in this paper are standard. In cases of doubt the reader may
consult [LS 87] or [Lio 87].
Definition Horn formulas are formulas of one of the following forms:
'v'((B 1A...ABm) ➔A), often written as A~B 1, ... ,Bm
'v'(A), also written as A, and
'v'(-,B 1v ... v-,Bm)• also written as ~B 1, ... ,Bm
with atomic formulas A, B1,... ,Bm. Formulas of the first two forms are called definite
program formulas, formulas of the third form definite goals. A collection of definite program formulas is called definite program.
The standard proof theory for Hom logic is SLD-resolution (see [Lio 87]). SLD-resolution is sound and complete w.r.t. Hom logic in the following sense: Let P be a definite program and G a definite goal. Then Pu{G) is unsatisfiable iff there is an SLDrefutation for P and G. Moreover, SLD-resolution allows computation of the so-called
correct answer substitutions, i.e. substitutions CJ acting only on variables of G, such
that P I= 'v'((B 1"· .. ABm)o), where G is the goal ~B 1, ... ,Bm.
□
One step beyond Hom logic allows usage of negation in the setting of the closed
world assumption: If a ground atomic formula does not follow from our knowledge,
then assume that it is false. This leads to negation as failure: --,q> holds if it cannot be
derived from knowledge base (program) P.
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Definition A normal program consists of a finite number of program clauses of the form
A~L 1, ... ,~ where A is an atom and L 1, ... ,~ are literals. A normal goal is a clause
of the form ~L1,·· ·,Ln.
Given a normal program P and a predicate symbol p in its signature, the completed
definition of p in P is defined as follows. Transform each program clause
p(t 1, ... ,1n)~L 1, ... ,L0 in P into p(X 1, .. .,X 0 )~X 1=t 1, ... ,X0 =1n,L 1, ... ,L0 where Xi are
new variables and= a new predicate symbol. Then, if Y 1,... ,Yk are the variables of
the original clause, we build the formula p(X 1, ... ,X 0 )~3Y 1. . .3Yk(X 1=t 1A... AX 0 =1n
AL 1A. .. A~). Suppose that we have carried out this transformation for all m program
clauses in P defining predicate p, and have obtained formulas p(X 1, . .. ,X 0 )~<p 1,
... ,p(X 1, ... ,X0 )~<pm.

The

completed

definition

of

p

is

then

the

formula

'v'X1 · · ·'v'Xn(P<X1, · · .,Xn)H(<pl v · · · v<pm)).
The completion of a normal program P, denoted by compl(P), is the collection of the
completed definitions of predicate symbols in P together with an appropriate equality
theory for the symbol =. It should be noted that the completion of a normal program
needs not be consistenL Details can be found in [Sat 90].
As in the case of definite programs, there exists an operational proof theory also for
normal programs, called SLDNF-resolution. It is essentially a combination of SLDresolution with the negation as failure rule. A thorough presentation of SLDNF-resolution can be found in [Lio 87]. An SLDNF-tree gives an overview over possible SLDNF-derivations. In the following it is allowed to have incomplete paths in the sense
that at any point we may terminate the derivation by not selecting any literal.
□
Finally, we may further liberate the notion of normal programs by dropping the condition that the andecedent of implications in program clauses is a conjunction of literals.
As we shall see next, it turns out that these more general programs can be also treated using SLDNF-resolution.
Definition A logic program is a collection of program statements of the form A~<p
where A is an atom and <p a predicate logic formula. A goal is a formula of the form
~<p. The completion of a logic program is defined as in the case of normal programs.
In fact, [Lio 87] shows that logic programs can be transformed into normal ones. Of
course, we cannot expect that the original logic program P and its normal form P' are
equivalent, but the following holds: For every closed formula <p in the signature of P,
compl(P) I= <p implies compl(P') I= <p. Based on this property, Lloyd shows that
SLDNF-resolution can be defined also for general logic programs. In order to process
a query ~<p to program P, process query ~answer(X 1, ... ,~) to a normal form of
Pu{answer(X 1, .. . ,X 0 )~<p}, where answer is a new predicate symbol and X 1, . . . ,X0
are all free variables of <p.
□
Finally we introduce some classes of logic programs that are needed as conditions for
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some results to be presented in subsequent sections.
Definition Let P be a logic program and p, q predicate symbols in P. We say that prefers to q in P if there is a program statement p(t 1, ... ,1n)+-<p in P such that q is the
predicate symbol in an atom of <p.
We define inductively what it means that an atom occurs positively resp. negatively in
a formula: A occurs positively in A. If A occurs positively (resp. negatively) in <p, then
it occurs positively (negatively) in 'v'X<p, 3X<p, (<pA'lf), (<pV'lf) and (<p+-'lf). If A occurs positively (resp. negatively) in <p, then it occurs negatively (positively) in -,q,
and ((jH'lf).
The dependency graph of a program P is the directed graph representing the relation
"refers to". An edge (p,q) is called positive resp. negative if there is a statement
p(t 1, ... ,1n)+-<p in P such that q is the predicate symbol in an atom occurring positively
resp. negatively in <p. Note that an edge (p,q) can be both positive and negative. The
relation depends on is defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of "refers to".
We say that p depends positively resp. negatively on q if in the dependency graph of P
there is at least one path from p to q containing an even resp. odd number of negative
edges.
D
Definition A level mapping of a program is a function from its predicate symbols into
natural numbers. The value of a predicate symbol under this mapping is called its level.
A program P is called stratified if it has a level mapping such that for every program
statement p(t 1, .. . ,1n)+-<p in P the level of each predicate of an atom occurring positively in cp is less or equal than the level of p, and the level of each predicate of an atom occurring negatively in cp is less than the level of p.
D

Definition A program P is called strict if for no predicate symbols p and q in P p depends on q both positively and negatively. For a program P and a goal G of the form
+-<p we say that Pu(G} is strict if Pv(answer(X 1, ... ,Xn)+-cp} is strict, where answer is a new predicate symbol and X 1, ... .Xn are the free variables of cp.

D

Definition A program P is called call-consistent if for no predicate symbols p in P p depends negatively on itself.
□
As shown in [Sat 90), the completion of a call-consistent logic program is consistent.

3 Knowledge-based Systems
First we look informally at KBS. A knowledge-based system consists of four components:
A knowledge base: It is a logic program describing the knowledge available to the
system. Sometimes it is restricted for reasons of theorem proving efficiency.
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An integrity constraint theory: It is a first order theory describing the semantics of

the system.
Assimi/ators performing updates on the knowledge base talcing into account that
the integrity constraint theory is not violated.
A query processor answering questions to the knowledge base (prehaps giving
explanations etc.)
First order logic can, of course, be used as a query language. This is one of the advantages of logic: it provides a uniform framework for all aspects of KBS.
Definition A query is a goal +-<p. Given a knowledge base P and a query +-<p, an answer substitution CJ is called correct if compl(P)

I- v'(<p<J).

□

Using SLDNF-resolution, correct answers to queries can be computed in the following way:
Given a knowledge base P and a query +-<p with free variables
X 1, . .. ,X 0 , add the formula answer(X 1, ... ,X 0 )+-<p to P, where answer is

a new predicate symbol. Then transform the new knowledge base into
normal form, thus obtaining a normal program P'. Finally, run the query
+-answer(X 1,.. .,X 0 ) w.r.t. P' using SLDNF-resolution.
Naturally, this procedure is insufficiently efficient, especially when the knowledge
base or the query is not in normal form. It is thus necessary to use optimization methods. Since usage of logic as a query language is similar to the domain relational calculus from database theory, many optimization methods known from the field of
(deductive) databases may be applied. Work on this subject includes [Bry 89b], [Bry
89c], [Iii 87], [LT 85], [LT 86], [MGN 89], [MK 88], [Ull 85], [Ull 89], [Vie 87],
[Vie 89], [VD 89] .
Definition An integrity constraint is a closed predicate logic formula. An integrity constraint theory is a finite set of integrity constraints.
Given a program P and an integrity constraint theory C, we say that P satisfies C if
every integrity constraint in C is a logical consequence of compl(P).
□
Now we turn our attention to checking constraint satisfaction. This can be done in the
following way: Given a knowledge base P and an integrity constraint <p, we process .
query +-<p to knowledge base P using SLDNF-resolution as described above. If the
query fails finitely then P violates q>, while if it succeeds, P satisfies q>. This is due to
the following theorem (its proof can be found in [LT 85] and [LT 84]).
Theorem Given a knowlege base P such that compl(P) is consistent, an integrity
constraint q> and a safe computation rule R, then
a) If there is an SLDNF-refutation of Pu( +-q>} via R, then P satisfies q>.
b) If Pu{ +-q>} has a finitely failed SLDNF-tree via R, then P violates <p.

□

Of course, this approach is insufficient in praxis, as it would cause an overhead every
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time a knowledge base is updated. Therefore, optimization techniques are also here
necessary. The main idea of these techniques is to take advantage of the fact that the
knowledge base satisfied the integrity constraint before the update, so checking must
be restricted to the portion affected by the update operation. This idea was originally
worked out for relational databases in [Nie 82] and was later adapted to deductive
databases and knowledge bases. Work in this area includes [BDM 88], [LST 87] and
[SK 88].

4 Updating Knowledge Bases
In this chapter we consider the problem of updating a knowledge base by adding or
deleting some formulas from the base, taking care that the integrity constraint theory
is not violated. The process of updating knowledge bases is also known in the literature under the name knowledge assimilation.
Papers dealing with this problem in the context of either knowledge bases or deductive databases include [AP 87], [Bry 89a], [Dec 89], [FIWV 86], [FUV 83], [GL
90a], [GL 90b], [MKKF 83], [NY 83] and [Web 87]. Updating knowledge bases is a
generalization of the view update problem in the field of relational databases (see
[CP 84], [Dat 86], [RN 89], [Tom 88]).
Under the deletion of an atom A from a logic program P we mean the process of transforming P into another program P' such that A does not follow from the completion of
P'. Insertion is defined in an analogous way.
Let us first briefly discuss a special case: Consider a definite program P and an atom
A that should be deleted from P. The idea for solving this problem is quite simple:
Build the SLD-tree w.r.t. program P and goal +-A and cut off all successful
branches of it by retracting program facts used along these branches as input
clauses.
Procedures based on this idea may be found in [NY 83] and [Tom 88]. In the following we will be concerned with normal and arbitrary programs and goals, the main difference being treatment of negation. Works concerned with these questions are [Bry
89a], [Dec 89], [GL 90a], [GL 90b] and [PCA 89]. We will specially focus on [GL
90a] and [GL 90b].
But before we proceed we want to point out the following aspect of the approach presented. Already in the case of definite programs and goals there are many possibilities how to cut off a successful tree branch. This is also true in the general case.
Therefore, all subsequent procedures try to find out as many ways for deleting (or inserting) a formula (called transactions) as possible. The reasons are twofold: On one
hand, if we chose one transaction then we couldn 't be sure that the integrity constraint theory is satisfied. By giving many possible transactions we can hope that at
least some of them satisfy the constraints. On the other hand, there exists work concerning filtering of the most appropriate transaction w.r.t. further criteria, especially
studied in the case of the view update problem (e.g. [BS 81], [CP 84], [Tom 88]).
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One such criterion could be minimality (in the sense that transactions should not contain "superfluous actions"). Nevertheless, it is possible that minimal transactions violate the integrity constraint theory whereas a nonminimal one exists that satisfies the
theory.
We start by clarifying the notion of transactions.
Definition A retraction of a program statement S from a program P is the removal of S
from P and is denoted by retract(S,P) or retract(S) whenever the program is clear from
the context (the result is P-(S}). In the same way, an assertion of program statement S into program P consists of adding S to P and is denoted by assert(S) (the result is Pu ( S} ). An action is an assertion or a retraction.
□

Definition Let a program P be given. A transaction t on P is a finite list of actions asserting or retracting some program statement from P. It is assumed that no program
statement is both asserted and retracted in t. The updated program resulting from P
by applying t to it is denoted by t(P). Given transactions t 1, ... ,1iJ, we denote by t 1.. .1iJ
□

their concatenation (in the sense of list concatenation)

The reader may ask why we are using transactions here, faced with the trivial fact
that for any two programs P and P' there is always a transaction t such that t(P) = P'.
The reasons why we are using transactions are twofold:
• Transactions are standard terminology in the field of databases and of deductive databases.
• Transactions may be object of further investigations (e.g. determining the minimal transaction or the optimal transaction w.r.t. some quality criterion).
Now we are able to formally express the
Specification of a deletion (resp. insertion) procedure:

Input:

A program P with consistent completion, a formula q> such that com-

pl(P) I= 3(<p) resp. compl(P) ~ 3(q>), and an integrity constraint theory C
such that P satisfies C.
Output: A set of transactions t on P such that compl(t(P)) is consistent, t(P) satisfies C, and compl(t(P)) ~ 3(q>) resp. compl(t(P))

I- 3(q>).

□

We have discussed aspects of constraint satisfaction in the previous chapter, therefore from now on we disregard · this aspect. For the moment we restrict attention to
normal programs and goals. We begin with the deletion procedure and motivate it by
giving an example. Consider the following logic program P:
p(a)
p(X)~(X),r(X)
p(X)+-s(X)

r(a)
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Now suppose that we want to delete the atom p(a) from P. We proceed in a similar
way as in the already discussed case of definite programs: We build an SLDNF-trcc
for program P and goal +-p(a) and try to cut all non-failed branches of it. This time,
this task is done by either retracting an input clause on this branch or by asserting a
fact 'If+- such that -i'lf was selected and succeeded on this non-failed branch. Let us
consider the following SLDNF-trce for our example.
+-p(a)

~
□

+--iq(a)1u(a)

+-s(a)
fail

success
+-r(a)

□

success
The left success path can only be cut by retracting the fact p(a), the right one in three
different ways: Either by retracting the program statement p(X)+--iq(X),r(X), or by
retracting the program fact r(a), or by asserting the fact q(a). This observation leads
to the following three possible transactions t such that compl(t(P)) ~ p(a):
[retract(p(a)), retract(p(X)+--,q(X),r(X))]
[retract(p(a)), retract(r(a))]
[retract(p(a)), assert(q(a))].
Having illustrated the approach, it is not difficult to present the deletion procedure:
Procedure for deleting an atom A from a normal program P

T:= a finite SLDNF-tree for program P and goal +-A with an atom A.
Trans 1:= the set of all transactions [action(q, 1), ... ,action(q,0 )] such that
•

there is at least one <pi on each non-failed branch of T

•

action( <pi) is either
-

retract(<pi) where <pi is an input clause on a non-failed branch of T, or

-

assert( <pi) where <pi is a fact 'If such that -i'lf succeeds on a non-failed
branch ofT.

Trans 2:= the set of all transactions tin Trans 1 such that program P and goal +-A has
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a finitely failed SLDNF-trcc and t(P) satisfies the integrity constraint thcory C
□
Note that the above procedure is not effective, since both satisfaction of the integrity
constraint theory and existence of a finite SLDNF-trcc arc undecidable.

Theorem
(1) Let P be a call-consistent normal program P and A an atom. Lett be some transaction in the set Tran52 given out by the deletion procedure abov~ with input P, A and

some integrity constraint theory C. Then compl(t(P)) ~ 3(A).
(2) Let P and A be as above. For each chosen SLDNF-trec for P and goal +-A there
is at least one transaction t in the set Tran52 given out by the Deletion Procedure
above such that compl(t(P)) ~ 3(A).
(3) If the program P under consideration is strict, then the results above still hold
even for a modified deletion procedure that does not check existence of a finitely failed
SLDNF-tree for program t(P) and goal +-A.
□
The conditions on Pin (2) and (3) are necessary, as shown in [GL 90a].
Note that the above procedure leaves freedom in the choice of an SLDNF-trec for P
and +-A. Work on selection of a most suitable tree can be found in [Dec 89).
Now we are coming to the insertion procedure. Of course, one could ask whether such
a procedure is at all necessary, since we could simply add an atom to program P. The
point is that such an assertion could violate the integrity constraint theory. The following procedure looks for additional transactions leading to the assimilation of the
desired information, in the hope that some of them result in a program satisfying the
constraints.

Example Consider the program <p+-'lf and the integrity constraint 'lf+-cp. If we wanted to insen cp, then assertion of it obviously leads to a program violating the above
constraint. But note that assening 'I' is a possibility that also assimilates cp and is
consistent with the constraint theory.
□
The idea we follow is the opposite one to that of the deletion procedure: we build a finite SLDNF-tree for program P and goal +-A and try to construct some successful
branch in it.

Procedure for inserting an atom A into a normal program P
T:= a finite SLDNF-tree for program P and goal +-A with an atom A.
Trans 1:= the set of all transactions [assen(q, 1), ... ,assen(cpn)1 such that +-cp 1, .. . ,cpn
is a definite goal in T.
Trans2 := the set of all transactions tin Trans 1 such that program P and goal +-A has
an SLDNF-refutation and t(P) satisfies the integrity constraint theory C.
□
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Theorem
(1) Let P be a call-consistent normal program P and A an atom. Let t be some transaction in the set TranSi given out by the insertion procedure above with input P, A

and some integrity constraint theory C. Then compl(t(P))

I- 3(A).

(2) If the program P under consideration is strict, then the results above still hold
even for a modified insertion procedure that does not check existence of an SLDNFrefutation of t(P)u( +-A) .
□
In (2), the condition of strictness cannot be dropped.
Mutually recursive versions of the insertion and deletion procedure

The procedures presented so far may be modified in such a way that they deliver even
more transactions. The idea is again quite simple. Consider the deletion procedure. If
a negative program fact -.q> is used on a failed branch, then q> was asserted to program P. Of course, it would be also possible to replace this assertion by any transaction delivered by the insertion procedure, when called with q> and program P. The number of transactions may thus be increased.
The same idea also applies to the insertion procedure: Instead of simply retracting
some formula, call the deletion procedure. We arrive thus at mutually recursive versions of the insertion and deletion procedure.
In [GL 90b] it is shown that the same theorems hold for these versions as for the
ones presented here before. Moreover, aspects of termination are discussed. Note
that, a priori, it is not guaranteed that the process of mutually calling the insertion and
deletion procedure terminates. But recalling the definition of stratified programs, it
should not be surprising that for this program class the sequence of mutually recursive calls of the update procedures does indeed terminate.
Updates of arbitrary programs

In chapter 2 we mentioned that general programs can be transformed into normal
form. Let us see how this transformation can be used to obtain insertion and deletion
procedures for arbitrary programs and formulas to be inserted or deleted.
Let a program P and a first order formula q> be given (q> is to be added or deleted).
First take the program~= Pu(answer(X 1, . . . Xn)+-q>}, where answer is a new predicate symbol and {X 1, ... ,X0 ) is the set of all variables occurring in q>. This program is
then transformed into normal form P$.
Now apply the insertion or deletion procedure to the new program P$ and the atom answer(X 1, ... Xn) (the procedures must be modified in such a way that no action in the
transactions acts on answer or the new predicate symbols introduced by the transformation into normal form).
Note that by this restriction, every transaction acting on P$ is actually acting on P*.

So what is only missing is to translate back the obtained transactions to such acting
on the original program P. [GL 90b] gives an algorithm for solving this task
Remark One drawback of the procedures considered so far is that due to the existence of variables, they may insert or delete too much information. Consider for example the program p(X) and the quest of deleting p(a). The presented procedures lead to
the empty program by deleting p(X). This seems to be some kind of overkill.
One possibility to overcome this problem is to introduce adequate inequalities. In our
example we should replace p(X) by p(X)+--iX=a.
In the insertion case, if a selected definite goal in the insertion procedure contains
nonground atoms, then nonground facts could be asserted by the insertion procedure.
If this is not desired, it is possible to assert a modified formula by substituting all free
variables by some constants (system-generated or user-defined ones).

5 Outlook
In the present paper we presented a model of knowledge-based systems with logic
programming as its foundation. We discussed some important aspects and gave extensive reference to the literature. We regard this work as starting point for research.
There are many promising directions. In the following we briefly discuss some of them.

Relationship between the presented update procedures and nonmonotonic reasoning

The update problem discussed in chapter 4 is closely related to nonmonotonic reasoning ([Gin 871), in particulat with work on default logic([Rei 80], [Bes 89]) and truth
maintenance systems ([deK 86], [Doy 791).
Another possibility for reasoning in a nonmonotonic way is abduction ([CM 86], [EK
891). The main idea of abduction is that given formulas <p and 'lf➔<p we may infer 'I'
as a possible hypothesis for showing <p. Note that this is similar to the task of updating program 'lf➔q> by <p: One possibility to insert q, is to assert 'I' to the database.
Having this relationship in mind, and taking into account that abductive reasoning (in
poredicate logic) is a realistic alternative to nonclassical logics of nonmonotonic reasoning (as shown in [Poo 881), we may expect that the update procedures presented
here have implications to the field of nonmonotonic reasoning. This is a question that
should be further studied.
Implementation of a KBS based on logic programming

The ideas presented here are naturally only then of interest if they can be realized in
praxis. In fact it seems that the theory of the field has made so many advantages that
such a project is realistic. One benefit would be that research made by many groups
on different aspects of the field would be unified.
Of course, many aspects of logic-based implementation of KBS have not been addressed here. This area includes
- Meta-programming ([AR 89], [HL 89], [Lio 88]): Meta-programs are pro-
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-

-

grams manipulating other programs as data (for example compilers, debuggers
etc.). Meta-programming is of importance for knowledge-based systems,
since assimilators and query processors are meta-programs. The basic programming techniques for meta-programming can be found in [SS 86]. There is
a vast literature concerning application of meta-programming in KBS, e.g. [BK
82], [BM 86], [Bow 85], [BW 85], [CFL 88], [HL 88].
Although meta-programming is very useful for KBS, their advantages concerning declarative semantics do not apply when a logic programming language like
Prolog is used. The reason is that its nonlogical predicates like assert and retract do not possess declarative semantics. Work on this problem can be found
in [HL 88] and [HL 89]. This work motivated also the design of the new logic
programming language Godel ([BHL 90]) currently under development. This
language is strongly-typed and provides meta-level predicates with declarative semantics.
Partial evaluation: It is a technique for efficient implementation of KBS based
on meta-programming. The idea is to combine the Prolog interpreter (metaprogramming!) with a specific object program and obtain essentially the same
object program with the functionality of the interpreter embedded in it. This can
considerably increase the efficiency. Work on this topic includes [BL 89], [LS
87a], [LS 87b], [TF 86].
Simplification of integrity constraints
Query optimization
Extension of database techniques etc.

Knowledge representation and logic programming

There is an ongoing debate concerning the question whether first order logic and in
particular logic programming is a sufficiently rich representation language, or whether
other (modal) logics should be prefered. This topic also includes the study of interconnections between logic programming and nonstandard logics. Papers relevant for such
questions are [EK 89], [GL 88], [GL 90c], [KK 90], [Kon 88], [Kow 89], [SSK 86].
Modularization of Knowledge

In classical computer science, effort to manage the complexity of problems and programs led to the introduction of modules, i.e. units that deal with some specific part of
a problem and may be developed independently from other program parts. The same
arguments apply, of course, also to artificial intelligence and particularly to knowledge-based systems.
One interesting work about this problem is [Wac 88], where module hierarchies are
studied: A module (in the paper called package) contains knowledge about some specific field and must be locally consistent (in a sense that has yet to be clarified); modules may be put togerther if they do not lead to contradictory knowledge bases. It
would be interesting to follow these ideas in the setting of the present paper. We feel
that only when knowledge-based systems are designed and developed in a really
modular way, AI will have a breakthrough in praxis.
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